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About Course 
VISUAL THEORY

1

Graphic Design | B.Des Semester V
course category: Theory (TH)
week units: 1.0
credits: 2.0

RELEVANCE
 
The Visual Theory of ‘Gestalt’ with 
respect to Graphic Design forms the 
intellectual foundation of thinking, 
research and design. The techniques, 
apparatuses, etc. in a graphic design-
er’s kit involve strong understanding 
and underpinning of these gestalt 
principles that inform how to mean-
ingfully group/organize and handle 
visual imagery. In the current times, 
with single image carrying the pow-
er of expressing multiple meanings 
in varied graphic design context, this 
course is of prime significance for a 
conscious application of Gestalt by 
students.

OBJECTIVES

•   To make students gain knowledge 
    about the practical significance of 
    applying visual design principles 

      and larger science behind GESTALT 
–    by introducing them to the art, 
      design and the birth of gestalt by 
      Max Wertheimer, Kurt Koffka and 
      Wolfgang Köhler | modes: visual 
      presentation and extra reading 
      material hand-out.

•    To make students understand and 
     apply following in hands-on design 
     assignments | modes: visual 
     presentation and hard visual 
     examples KMC books.

•   The course will achieve sensitizing 
    students perceptual abilities about 
    form, image, pattern and meanings 
    by developing their mind’s eye. This 
    will aid them to effectively perceive 
    visual objects and their 
    arrangements in designs.

CONTENTS
     
•    The 4 Key Ideas (Philosophies) 
      behind Gestalt theory:
      Emergence Reification 
      Multi-stability Invariance

•     BIRTH OF GESTALT (by Max 
      Wertheimer, Kurt Koffka and 
      Wolfgang Köhler)

•    Introducing all 9 Gestalt Laws 
      (of grouping / perceptual 
      organization)

PLAN

•    A  total of 3 hands-on in-class 
     activity based assignments on first 
     3-days of the course after 
      instructions: are part of deliverables 
     with the purpose of analyzing each 
     student’s understanding of the key 
     ideas and laws of perceptual 
     organization in their designs. 
     No computer-based assignments 
     are there in the course.

•    The forth day will be preparation 
     day for a final Visual Theory 
     Quiz  planned on the last 
     day: evening  slot) in the single 
     week-unit.



ASSESSMENTS & EVALUATIONS PROCESS
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July 2019- Jan 2019 semester



Teaching Methodology
PERCEPTION-BASED ACTIVITY: Observe & decode given visuals 

laws and the 4 principles of 
Perseptual Organization

Students in-depth analyzed the 
visual elements: forms, colours, lines, 
orientation, patterns / textures, etc.  
that construct each image flashed 
(for 2 mins. for each image) as a stim-
ulus visual in front of them as part of 
the class presentation.

5

PERCEPTION ACTIVITIES
Observe the flashed images and col-
lect all your observations about the 
visual elements and their interactions 
in the following flashed images; one 
by one.

This is the ice-breaking observa-
tion-based task given in class; before 
students are introduced to Gestalt 

Graphic Design | B.Des 2018, 2019 
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OBSERVATIONS BY STUDENTS

Students gave mixed observations in terms of the 
efect of the form. In some images, they read the 
time of the day through light (images 1 as sunrise 
and 4 as early morning flower with ‘due drops’). 
Not only light, but the redness and the petal 
oreintation of rose in image 4 and 5 add distinct 
messages and moods -their observations were 
based on this form aspect as well. 

Images 3 & 10 mostly analyzed as interpreted as unreal; 
staged and subtle - an abstract notion instead of a clear 
message. 

Students analyzed the stability and pattern details in 
image 6 versus, the active, attacking, energetic and ad-
venturous tone of voice and colour to support the event 
in images 7, 8 nd 9. Image 2 and Image 10, students also 
expressed the colour and space utilization in good area, 
the visual appeal holds because of colour distrributions 
according to their observation. 
They were curious to know about the species in image 9.

3

6 7

10
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ASSIGNMENT: PERCEPTION-BASED ACTIVITY
PRINCIPLE OF LUMINANCE: Analyzing & Discussions 
of ‘Luminance’ in Van Gogh’s paintings
Graphic Design | B.Des 2018, 2019 
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ASSIGNMENT: PERCEPTION-BASED ACTIVITY
IMAGE AS TEXTS: Applying Gestalten

Graphic Design | B.Des 2018 | Semester 3 | regular semester: July 2019 - Dec 2019

DESIGN BRIEF

Photo capture the same visu-
al / scene in 2 different times 
of the day (in color mode and 
black and white modes) – for 
instance, capturing an event in 
dawn and then dusk. Display all 
4 images (2 coloured and 2 b/w 
prints of the same scene/visu-
al). Each student has to present 
his/her articulation of both see-
ing and observing the scene at 
different points of time.

Dimension for a photoset 
capture:
A4 size photo print (fit to page 
prints, cut off the extra white 

MODES OF DISPLAY: FORMATS 
FOR SOFT BOARD CLASS PRESENTATIONS

In morning time_5:00 AM

10
Scene 1 (colour) Scene 1 (b/w)

Scene 1 (colour) Scene 1 (b/w)

In evening time_7:00 PM

In morning time_6:00 AM
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Scene 1 (colour) Scene 1 (b/w) Scene 1 (colour) Scene 1 (b/w)

In morning time_6:00 AM

Scene 1 (colour)

Scene 1 (colour)

Scene 1 (b/w)

Scene 1 (b/w)

In morning time_5:00 AM

In evening time_7:00 PM

In evening time_7:00 PM
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OBSERVATIONS &
ANALYSIS

Principles of Perception 
identified:

- Emergence

Dimension per photo 
capture:
A4 size photo print (fit to 
page prints, cut off the extra 
white space)

Teaching-Learning Methods
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OBSERVATIONS &
ANALYSIS

Photo capture the same 
visual / scene in 2 different 
times of the day (in color 
mode and black and white 
modes) – for instance, cap-
turing an event in dawn and 
then dusk. Display all 4 im-
ages (2 coloured and 2 b/w 
prints of the same scene/
visual). Each student has to 
present his/her articulation 
of both seeing and observ-
ing the scene at different 
points of time.

Dimension per photo 
capture:
A4 size photo print (fit to 
page prints, cut off the extra 
white space)
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Design by:  Soniya Stella,  GD B.Des2018
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Design by:  Soniya Stella,  GD B.Des2018
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Design by:  Hisham T.,  GD B.Des2018
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Design by:  Hisham T.,  GD B.Des2018
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Design by:  Gagan Ajai,  GD B.Des2018
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Design by:  Gagan Ajai,  GD B.Des2018
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DISCUSSIONS’
OUTCOMES

Principles of Perception identified in each photographs 
one or a mixture of following principles based on their 
observations. This was discussed in-depth in the class-
es - alongwith the display of photographs in previos 
pages.
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When human beings see a 
group of objects, we perceive 

their entirety before we see 
the individual objects.

We see the whole as more 
than the sum of the parts, 

and even when the parts are 
entirely separate entities, 

we’ll look to group them as 
some whole.

ACTIVITY PURPOSE
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ASSIGNMENTS
IMAGE AS TEXTS: Applying Gestalten - online presentations
Graphic Design | B.Des 2019 | Semester 3 | new normal semester: Aug 2020 - Dec 2020

SAME DESIGN BRIEF
New Normal Points:

You may have groups of different 

scenes captuared at different 

times as explained above and 

weave them in 1-presentation for 

discussions. Landscape/portrait 

or a square format of the photo-

graphs: flexible choice according 

to your observations & composi-

tions.

Dimension per slide displaying 

a photo set capture at different 

times depends on the format/ 

aspect ratio of your photo size. 

Choose the slide size accordingly 

that will act as more of an an-

choring frame. Display the time at 

which each photograph has been 

captured.
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SAME DESIGN BRIEF
New Normal Points:

You may have groups of differ-

ent scenes captuared at differ-

ent times as explained above 

and weave them in 1-presen-

tation for discussions. Land-

scape/portrait or a square 

format of the photographs: 

flexible choice according to 

your observations & composi-

tions.

Dimension per slide displaying 

a photo set capture at different 

times depends on the format/ 

aspect ratio of your photo size. 

Choose the slide size accord-

ingly that will act as more of an 

anchoring frame. Display the 

time at which each photograph 

has been captured.
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Design by:  Satvik Soni, GD B.Des2019
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Design by:  KVSS Varshini,  GD B.Des2019
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Design by:  KVSS Varshini,  GD B.Des2019
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Design by:  Dipankar Talukdar,  GD B.Des2019
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Design by:  Dipankar Talukdar,  GD B.Des2019
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Design by:  Aditi Menon, GD B.Des2019
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Design by:  Aditi Menon, GD B.Des2019
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Blurriness: Objects in the 
foreground tend to be crisp 
and distinct while those in 
the background are blurry or 
hazy.

Contrast: The high contrast 
between objects can lead to 
the perception of figure and 
ground. The Rubin vase is 
one example.

VISUAL SCENES : A PERCEPTION-BASED-PRACTICE
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Size: Images that appear to 
be larger will be perceived as 
closer and part of the figure 
while those that are smaller 
will seem further away and 

part of the background.

Separation: An object 
isolated from everything else 

in a visual scene is more likely 
to be seen as a figure versus 

background

VISUAL SCENES : A PERCEPTION-BASED-PRACTICE



ASSIGNMENTS
FIGURE & GROUND: How to improve Multistability in Image ?

Graphic Design | B.Des 2018 | Semester 3 | regular semester: July 2019 - Dec 2019

DESIGN BRIEF

Select any story book cover that 
uses the phenomenon of ‘multi-
stability’ and the law of 
‘figure-ground’ (positive-nega-
tive composition in colour 
contrast). 
    
Observe and analyze the 
problems with the visual on 
the book cover. Redesign the 
same by applying better 
figure-ground relationships.
space).

Keep the visual components 
same; the typography of texts 
and the visual representation 
and style of reforming the 
same image could be done for 
a better approach to give ef-
fective multi-stability & 
figure-ground relationship. 

Collect similar such ineffective figure-ground relationship on 1 front book cover 
in your house. You may choose from bad designs shared with you all as separate 
drivelink - incase, you are unable to find an ineffective figure-ground design on 
any book cover in your home.

EXAMPLES OF BOOK COVERS DISCUSSED 
IN-CLASS WITH STUDENTS 

40



Original Book Cover Re-designed Figure & Ground
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Design by:  Soniya M. Stella,  GD B.Des2018
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Original Book Cover
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Design by:  Nithin Prasad, GD B.Des2018Design by:  Nithin Prasad, GD B.Des2018

Re-designed Figure & Ground
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Design by:  Mohammad Hisham T, GD B.Des2018
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Original Book Cover
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Re-designed Figure & Ground
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Design by:  Ananya Arya, GD B.Des2018Design by:  Ananya Arya, GD B.Des2018
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Design by:  Arun Job Padyanath, GD B.Des2018
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Design by:  Disha Laxman Naik, GD B.Des2018



ASSIGNMENTS
FIGURE & GROUND: How to improve Multi-stability in Image ?

EFFECTIVE / IMPACTFUL / STRONG FIGURE & GROUND

Graphic Design | B.Des 2019 | Semester 3 | new normal semester: Aug 2020 - Dec 2020

DESIGN BRIEF

Keep the visual components 
same; the typography of texts 
and the visual representation 
and style of reforming the same 
image could be done for a bet-
ter approach to give effective 
multi-stability & figure-ground 
relationship. 

Before individual design 
works; as a class observe and 
collect effective and ineffec-
tive examples of figure-ground 
law and display and categorize 
what works out and why?

52



INEFFECTIVE / NON-COHESIVE / WEAK FIGURE & GROUND

A Visual Library of Book Covers were selected, analyzed and cate-
gorized by students in class. The gamut is a collective of all obser-
vations regarding the working of multi-stability as a visual princple 
bet. varied forms on each book cover that creates the image making 
for the cover; alonwith the visual balance/imbalance of varied visual 
components due to Figure-Gorund gestalt relationship. 

These factors helped students arrive at the above categorization 
as an in-class activity of direct observations and categorizations to 
develop an understanding of figure-ground as a perceptual law of 
image making.
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Original Book Cover
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Design by:  Jasmine Arora, GD B.Des2019

Re-designed Figure & Ground
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Original Book Cover
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Re-designed Figure & Ground

Design by:  KVSS Varshini, GD B.Des2019



Original Book Cover

Design by:  Hardhik Kinthada, GD B.Des2019
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Design by:  Yashvardhan Kumar, GD B.Des2019

Original Book Cover Re-designed Figure & Ground
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ASSIGNMENTS
Applying Principles of Perception through shapes

Graphic Design | B.Des 2018 | Semester 3 | regular semester: July 2019 - Dec 2019

DESIGN BRIEF

Take a combination of a shape 
with line. Design compositions 
that  explain following oppo-
sites:
1.  Love – Hate
2.  Good – Evil
3.  Make – Break
4.  Cause – Effect
5.  True - False
6.  Up - Down
7.  Light – Dark
8.  Push – Pull

Each composition will rep-
resent one set of opposites.  
Each square composition 
will have dimensions of 3by3 
(inches). 8 such square compo-
sitions are to be pasted neatly 
as shown in the display exam-
ple.  Also, explain the visual 
gestalt principle governs each 
square composition.

The stroke/line width is fixed to 5 mm. The size, scale, 
mass, volume of the shape that you combine with the 
stroke/line in your composition may vary.

an example of 8 compositions representing safe and 
efficient by combining the shapes of square and line:

60
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1.  Love – Hate
2.  Good – Evil
3.  Make – Break
4.  Cause – Effect
5.  True - False
6.  Up - Down
7.  Light – Dark
8.  Push – Pull
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1.  Love – Hate
2.  Good – Evil
3.  Make – Break
4.  Cause – Effect
5.  True - False
6.  Up - Down
7.  Light – Dark
8.  Push – Pull

Design by:   Arun Job Padyanath,  GD B.Des2018

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8
EmergenceEmergence

Multi-stability Multi-stability

Multi-stability Multi-stability

Invariance Invariance



Ishwari’s idea was to depict a distinct composition with out of box kind of components - each composition depicts a 
new kind of essence of all the eight moods of the pairs given for the assignment.

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8

Design by:  Ishwari Boskar, GD B.Des2018

Reification

Reification

Multi-stability

Multi-stability Multi-stability

EmergenceInvariance

Invariance



1.  Love – Hate
2.  Good – Evil
3.  Make – Break
4.  Cause – Effect
5.  True - False
6.  Up - Down
7.  Light – Dark
8.  Push – Pull

Design by:  Nithin Prasad, GD B.Des2018

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8



ASSIGNMENTS
Applying Principles of Perception through shapes 
cues & complete the form
Graphic Design | B.Des 2019 | Semester 3 | new normal semester: Aug 2020 - Dec 2020 

66

DESIGN BRIEF

Students are to refer to the 
four visual cues (incomplete 
in drawing and composition). 
Each visual cue is to be manu-
ally completed by drawing and 
inking in only black and white 
(b/w) within the square format 
and dimension of 8 X 8 cm.  
Use 8 X 8 cm. cartridge size. 4 
such squares you can neatly 
cut out from a single cartridge. 
On each square the cue is dif-
ferent as per the numbered 
files here: see the visual cues 
and keep the same code nos. 
as - 01, 02, 03, 04.

Each square and your com-
pleted representation must 
depict one principle. 

All the four will have separate 
4 visual perception principles 
of: EMERGENCE, REIFICATION, 
MULTI-STABILITY & INVARI-
ANCE. There lies your creativi-
ty and imagination that which 
cue will become/ is suitable 
complete by your joining 
parts of a form that you apply 
through your visualization and 
perceptual power.

High res. captures of each of 
these 4 completed compo-
sitions - hand painted and 
finished with finesse is to be 
uploaded as a high res. pdf pre-
sentation of all 4 final compo-
sitions (photographed/scanned 
in high res.).



Graphic Design | B.Des 2019 | Semester 3 | new normal semester: Aug 2020 - Dec 2020 
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Cue 01 Explorations

Cue 03 Explorations

02

03 0468



Cue 04 Explorations

Cue 02 Explorations 69
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01 02

03 04

Cue 01 Explorations

Cue 02 Explorations
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Cue 03 Explorations

Cue 04 Explorations
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Cue 01 Explorations

Cue 03 Explorations
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Cue 02 Explorations

Cue 04 Explorations
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IN-CLASS ACTIVITY
VISUAL THEORY QUIZ
Graphic Design | B.Des 2019 | Semester 3 | new normal semester: Aug 2020 - Dec 2020 

4 TEAMS / 
4 IDENTITIES /
MANY VISUALS /
1 Quiz in 1 Day /

Students prepared for all 9 
Gestalt Laws and the four 
principles of perceptual or-
ganization as taught in the 
classes of Visual Theory.

Quiz purpose:

•  To augment their curiosity 
   more through applied 
   learning & visual problem 
   solving & cognitive skill 
   development.

-  To train them to work in 
   teams, design together, 
   prepare together and per
   form together and harness 
   a positive competitive skill.
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Graphic Design | B.Des 2019 | Semester 3 | new normal semester: Aug 2020 - Dec 2020 

TEAM EMERGERS

TEAM VISIONARIES

TEAM WESUALIZERS

TEAM PROXIM
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FUTURE PLANS

Currently floated and con-
ducted for 1-week, this course 
can become a full 2-3 weeks 
course on VISUAL DESIGN
 PERCEPTION / VISUAL DESIGN  
AND THINKING in future. Th 
aims could be to craft assign-
ments and activities around 
real-world issues that require 
visual gestalt and applications 
of Perceptual Organization.

In addition to the learning and 
practice-based activities & 
hands-on assignments around 
4 Principles of Perceptual Or-
ganization & the 9 GESTALTEN, 
following contents from 
VISUAL PERCEPTION studies 
would be included:

HUMAN VISION AND ITS ROLES

COLOUR DECISIONS: 
PERCEPTION AND 
INTERACTIONS

HOW TO USE IMAGES / VISUALS
IN CONTEMPORARY GRAPHIC 
DESIGN SOLUTIONS?

VISION & ATTENTION 
PRINCIPLES

CONTEXT IN VISUALS AND 
DESIGN VOCABULARY

PERCEPTION INVOLVED IN 
EVERYDAY OBJECTS






